Two-stage design is a well-known cost-effective way for conducting biomedical studies when the exposure variable is expensive or difficult to measure. Recent research development further allowed one or both stages of the two-stage design to be outcome dependent on a continuous outcome variable. This outcome-dependent sampling feature enables further efficiency gain in parameter estimation and overall cost reduction of the study (e.g. Wang, X. and Zhou, H., 2010. Design and inference for cancer biomarker study with an outcome and auxiliary-dependent subsampling. Biometrics 66, 502-511; Zhou, H., Song, R., Wu, Y. and Qin, J., 2011. Statistical inference for a two-stage outcome-dependent sampling design with a continuous outcome. Biometrics 67, [194][195][196][197][198][199][200][201][202]. In this paper, we develop a semiparametric mixed effect regression model for data from a two-stage design where the second-stage data are sampled with an outcome-auxiliary-dependent sample (OADS) scheme. Our method allows the cluster-or center-effects of the study subjects to be accounted for. We propose an estimated likelihood function to estimate the regression parameters. Simulation study indicates that greater study efficiency gains can be achieved under the proposed two-stage OADS design with center-effects when compared with other alternative sampling schemes. We illustrate the proposed method by analyzing a dataset from the Collaborative Perinatal Project.
INTRODUCTION
Two-stage stratified sampling design has been widely used in epidemiological studies to enhance the study efficiency when the primary exposure variable X is either too expensive or too difficult to measure for the full study cohort. For a typical two-stage design, a relatively large sample is drawn at the first stage Mixed effect regression analysis 651 and measurement on the outcome Y and some easily obtained covariate Z are measured. At the second stage sample, the ascertainments of X are only made for a subsample drawn without replacement from the first-stage data. It has been shown that greater efficiency can be obtained through the two-stage sampling design (e.g. Breslow and others, 2003; Wang and Zhou, 2010 ). For a rare binary response and a rare exposure, White (1982) proposed a stratified case-control design for a two-stage design. Lu and Tsiatis (2006) proposed a new estimator in the linear transformation model component for the case-cohort study. For a continuous outcome, among others, Zhou and others (2002) propose a semiparametric empirical likelihood method for a continuous outcome-dependent sampling (ODS) design. Weaver and Zhou (2005) develop an estimated likelihood method for data from the two-stage ODS design.
In many situations, there exists an easily obtained auxiliary variable W for the exposure X in the first stage. Incorporating the information about X carried by W into the study design and statistical inference is desirable. Auxiliary W is defined as a variable which is informative about X but has no contribution to the regression model if X is known. When there is a covariate vector Z , auxiliary W is defined as f (Y |X, Z , W ) = f (Y |X, Z ), i.e. W can be a member of Z . Wang and Zhou (2010) considered inference of the two-stage outcome-auxiliary-dependent sampling (OADS) design when the outcome is categorical.
Zhou, Wu, and others (2011) developed a two-stage OADS designs with a continuous outcome. However, there is no literature concerns with random effects in the setting of OADS. Proper adjustment cluster effects in real studies is one of the important way to get rid of the systematic biases in inference. As our motivations example shows, developing such random effect inference is critical to get answers for the research questions. Our research is motivated by the need to modeling such center effect in analysis the data from the Collaborative Perinatal Project (CPP). The CPP study is an epidemiologic study where investigators were interested in studying in utero exposure to polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in relation to various heath outcomes that include neurodevelopmental abnormalities, among children born in the CPP study (Niswander and Gordon, 1972) . The status of neurodevelopment is measured as the IQ score. The principle idea of ODS is to concentrate resources on the parts of the studied population having the greatest amount of information. For the CPP study, because of the expense associated with conducting the serum assay to measure the PCB (X ), the study investigators chose to measure the PCB on a subset that were though to be more "informative" based on the ODS design (Zhou and others, 2002) . Subjects were enrolled through 12 university-affiliated medical clinic, with the centers contributing unequal numbers of subjects. In these situations, random effect models are often needed to account for potential correlation for subjects and unmeasured covariates within a center. The random effects model in non-ODS situations has been well studied. Among others, Patterson and Thompson (1971) proposed the restricted maximum likelihood estimator (REML) for the linear mixed models. Tsiatis and Davidian (2001) proposed an estimator for a joint model for survival and longitudinal data. Zhang and Davidian (2001) relaxed the normal assumption for random effect in linear mixed model by approximating the random effect density through the semiparametric representation.
In this paper, we propose a random effect model for a two-stage cluster-based OADS design when outcome Y is continuous. For each center, we assume (Y, W, Z ) are all observed at the first stage. The value of X is ascertained at the second stage through a subsample within each stratum defined by the partition of the domain of Y × W . As the likelihood function for such two-stage OADS model involves unknown conditioned distributions, we propose a semiparametric estimated likelihood estimator where the infinite-dimensional nuisance parameter is estimated using a kernel smoother. The proposed estimator is evaluated through both simulation study and real data analysis, and is shown to be more efficient than other estimators and competing sampling schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe the cluster-based two-stage OADS data structure, the likelihood for the data and the model in Section 2. We then propose the estimated likelihood method and an algorithm for obtaining the proposed estimator in Section 3. We present results from a simulation study assessing the small sample performance of the proposed estimator under the two-stage OADS design in Section 4. In Section 5, we illustrate the proposed method by analyzing the CPP data. Final remarks are given in Section 6. The technical proof about the proposed estimator is sketched in the supplementary material available at Biostatistics online.
DATA STRUCTURE, MODEL AND THE LIKELIHOOD

Notation and data structure
To fix notation, let Y denote a continuous outcome variable, (X, Z ) be the covariate vector, and W be a continuous auxiliary variable for X . We assume that f (Y |X, Z , W ) = f (Y |X, Z ) and this implies that as an auxiliary variable for X , W provides no additional information about Y when X and Z are known. We first describe the sampling strata defined by the outcome-by-auxiliary combination. The second-stage sample where X is observed is comprises of two sample components. (i) a simple random sample (SRS) of size n m0 in center m, and (ii) a supplemental OADS sample of size n mk from the kth Y × W stratum mk for k = 1, . . . , 9. Here n mk 0. Although there are multiple strata of Y × W , the commonly used designs typically have only biased sample coming from a few strategic strata. For example, without W , the original ODS with continuous design (Zhou and others, 2002) has only two strata (Y > a) and (Y < b). With W , Zhou, Wu, and others (2011) only sample from the four-corner strata illustrated in Figure 1 . Similarly, as Zhou, Wu, and others (2011) in the two-stage OADS design, the domains of Y × W were divided into five strata, that is,
, +∞), and m5 = 4 k=1 mk , which is the rest of the cells in Figure 1 .
Let R mki = 1 if X mki is observed, i.e. R mki = 1 denote that subject i is in the second-stage sample, and R mki = 0 if otherwise. To organize the observed data. We defined V mk = {i : 
Random effects model and likelihood function
The model we consider is as follows Let G(x|z, w) and g(x|z, w) be the conditional cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) and the conditional probability density function (p.d.f.) of X given (Z , W ). Using the finite-sample sampling derivation outlined in Zhou, Wu, and others (2011) , we can show that the full likelihood based on all the observations at center m under the two-stage OADS design is proportional to
Correspondingly, the joint marginal likelihood function based on all the observations under the two-stage OADS design is
where
AN ESTIMATED LIKELIHOOD INFERENCE
The presence of nuisance function G(x|z, w) in (2.3) makes statistical inference for β challenging. Obviously, direct maximization of l(β) = log L(β) is not feasible as G(x|z, w) cannot be factored out. Assuming a parametric distribution for G(x|z, w) could lead to biased conclusion if the underlying model is misspecified. A more desirable approach is to model it non-parametrically. In our two-stage OADS design, the validation sample, which is defined as the observations with the covariates X observed, is not an SRS and we cannot use a simple empirical estimator as used in Zhou and Peper (1995) . Instead, we will propose a modified nonparametric estimator for G(x|z, w) to account for the biased sampling nature of the clustered two-stage OADS design. Specifically, let S denote the informative components of
where 
where I (·) is an indicator function and φ h Nm
which is a consistent estimator for G(x|s) as shown in the Appendix A of the supplementary material available at Biostatistics online. The estimated likelihood function for center m is obtained by substituting G(x|s) in (2.2) withĜ(x|s) and the corresponding estimated likelihood function of (2.3),L(β), iŝ 
In general, directly maximizingL(β) in (3.2) is difficult as computing the estimated likelihood requires numerical integration. Various approximations (e.g. Zeger and Karim, 1991; Breslow and Clayton, 1993; Tierney and Kadane, 1986) have been proposed to approximate the integration. We approximate it by applying the Laplace method as discussed by Breslow and Clayton (1993) , and maximize the resultant approximation to yield the estimators of β. Specifically, we approximateL(β) by making a quadratic expansion of the exponent of the integrand about its maximum point before integration. Ignoring the first determinant term of the resultant Laplace approximation (Breslow and Clayton, 1993) , some calculation shows that approximate estimatorβ can be obtained by maximizing the following terml(ϑ) with respect
See Appendix B (supplementary material available at Biostatistics online) for a detailed derivation of expression (3.3). Differentiating expression (3.3) with respect to ϑ yields their estimating equations as 
T , the maximization of expression (3.3) with respect to ϑ can proceed by the following Newton-Raphson algorithm
The approximate estimator for the covariance matrix cov(θ) is˜ (θ), wherẽ
. See Appendix (supplementary material available at Biostatistics online) for a detailed derivation of expression (3.6). As a result, the matrix cov(β) can be easily obtained from the corresponding blocks of cov(θ).
A 2 ) based on the SRS sample is 
SIMULATION STUDY
We conducted a simulation study to assess the small sample performance of our proposed estimator. The data were generated from the following linear mixed effect regression model:
here m = 1, . . . , M, k = 1, . . . , K , and i = 1, . . . , N mk . X mki , Z mki , and e mki were generated independently from N (0, 1), and u m are generated from N (0, σ 2 u ). Thus, the conditional distribution of Y mki given X mki , Z mki , and u m is normal with mean β 0 + β 1 X mki + β 2 Z mki + u m and variance 1. We assume that W mki = X mki + mki , where mki was generated from N (0, σ 2 w ). In this case, the correlation coefficient between X and W is r X W = 1/ 1 + σ 2 w , and we take S = W . Having obtained the data under the two-stage OADS design, we compare the proposed method, denoted byβ P , to several competing methods. The first competing method, denoted byβ Y , is the method from ignoring the center effect in model (4.1). In this case, the estimatorβ Y is from Zhou, Wu, and others (2011). The second method, denoted byβ W , is the two-stage ODS proposed by Weaver and Zhou (2005) . We expanded Weaver and Zhou (2005) estimator to take into account the center effect. This comparison will demonstrate the advantage of our proposed cluster-based two-stage OADS design over the ODS design. The final method compared, denoted byβ S , is the estimator from a two-stage design but data in both stages are all from a simple random sampling, and sample sizes in each stage are the same as the sample sizes as the two-stage OADS design. The center effect is also accounted for in this estimator.
Evidently, estimatorsβ P andβ Y are from the same OADS structure which is generated from mixed model (4.1), the difference between these two will highlight the impact of center effect on the parameter estimation. The estimatorβ W is from the ODS design, and the difference betweenβ W andβ P will show the impact of an auxiliary variable W on the design and parametric estimation. The comparison with the parameter estimationβ S will show the efficiency gain by allowing the biased sampling in the two-stage designs.
We choose the corresponding (
)th percentile of Y and W as the cut point for defining the OADS strata. Given the sample size N m for center m, let a m,i and b m,i denote the i/3 percentile of Y and W , respectively, for i = 1, 2. There are three subsampling designs which we mentioned above, the two-stage SRS design, the two-stage ODS design, and the two-stage OADS design, for examining the statistical efficiency of the proposed estimators. In the ODS design, the n m individuals consist of a simple random subsample with sample size n m0 and an outcome-dependent subsample with (n m − n m0 )/2 individuals from each of the strata defined by Y ∈ (−∞, a m,1 ) and Y ∈ (a m,2 , +∞). In the OADS design, we use the sampling method depicted in Figure 1 to obtain the second-stage samples for the two-stage design.
We chose m = 10 and N m = 240. The second-stage data proportion is 30%. For OADS and ODS designs, the SRS proportion in the second stage is set at 1 3 (i.e. 33.33%). In the OADS design, the proportion of supplement sample in second stage is 1 6 = 16.67% for each stratum mk , k = 1, . . . , 4. In the ODS design, the proportion of supplement sample in the second stage is Table 1 . For the main interest β 1 , the regression coefficient corresponding to X , we observe the following results from Table 1 : (i) all the methods in Table 1 yield consistent estimates,β P is the most efficient one under any settings, the variance estimators accurately reflect the true variations, and the confidence intervals have proper coverage information. All together, the simulation results in Table 1 demonstrated that the proposed estimatorβ P is the most efficient one among the estimators considered.
For parameter β 2 , all the estimation methods in all the scenarios yield consistent estimators, and the S E and SE for all the estimators are almost the same. For space consideration, we do not show the simulation results. Table 2 listed the results from three special situations that compliment results in Table 1 . These include nonnormal random effects (part A) and two parametric modeling of G(X |W ) under correctly and incorrectly special cases (part B). To check the robustness of the proposed estimator, we let the random effect u be chi-square distributed with the degree of freedom 1. Since u has to be a mean zero and variance σ 2 u random effect, we transform the chi-square and use σ u (u − 1)/ √ 2. We denote the transformed chi-square random effect as u * . The results are summarized in Part A of Table 2 . They are very similar to results in Table 1 , suggesting that the proposed estimator is fairly robust with regard to the distribution of random effect. In part B, we compared the proposed method with the parametric approach. We assume g(X |W ) is a normal density function with mean 0.5W and variance 0.5, when σ 2 w = 1. The resultant estimate is denoted byβ S P . Furthermore, we also considered this estimate in the misspecified situation in which the W was generated from model W = X 1/3 + but the working model remains to be W = X + . Obviously, when g(X |W ) is correctly specified, the estimateβ P S outperforms the nonparametrical methods. However, when g(X |W ) is misspecified, the estimateβ P S is biased with in adequate 95% CI coverage. The parametric modeling of G(X |W ) does have their advantages when the dimension is high and the proposed estimator does not work due to the curse of the dimensionality. In addition, we assume that the sample size N m at the first stage is unbalanced and is from binomial distribution Bino(n = 240, p = 0.9). Similar conclusion are observed for the nonequal number case in Appendix E (supplementary material available at Biostatistics online) for space consideration.
ANALYSIS OF THE CPP DATASET
We applied our proposed method to a dataset from the CPP to evaluate the effect of maternal pregnancy serum level of PCBs of mother on her children's IQ test performance. Pregnant mothers were enrolled through 12 university-affiliated medical clinic, that is, Boston Lying-in & Children's Hospital, Children's Hospital of Buffalo, Charity Hospital in New Orleans, Columbia University, Johns Hopkins University, Medical College of Virginia, University of Minnesota, New York Medical College, University of Oregon, University of Pennsylvania Hospital, Providence Lying-in Hospital (Yale), and University of Tennessee which are denoted by numbers 5, 10, 15, 31, 37, 45, 50, 55, 60, 66, 71, and 82 , respectively, for convenience. Data were collected on the mothers' each prenatal visit and each center contribute unequal numbers of individuals. Base characteristics of the CPP data are shown in Table 3 in which N m means the data number of study cohort for each center m. The children born during the study were also followed for various outcomes for up to 8 years. One of the hypothesis is that the PCB levels are related to the performance on the Weschler Intelligence Scale for children at 7 years of age (Longnecker and others, 1997) . To investigate the in utero exposure of PCB in relation to neurodevelopmental abnormality, the PCB levels were measured by analyzing the third-trimester blood serum specimens that had been preserved from mothers in the CPP study. Due to the expense of conducting the blood serum assay to measure the PCB level, the study investigators chose to assess the PCB levels for an overall SRS of 810 subjects from the underlying population. In addition to the PCB level as the exposure variable of interest, other confounding variables available for all subjects under study include socioeconomic status of the child's family (SES), the gender (SEX), and race (RACE) of the child indicating for the female and the black, respectively, the mother's education (EDU) and age (AGE).
To illustrate our methods, we use the SRSs of 810 subjects as our underlying population from the 12 university-affiliated medical clinic, that is, N = 810. We use EDU as the auxiliary variable for PCB. As our condition on auxiliary covariate implies, W can be a member of covariate vector Z since it satisfies
The data number from each center is shown in Table 3 Table 3 . The three subsampling designs, the SRS design, the ODS design and the OADS design, are the same as that in the simulation part, and we just give a brief description of the designs here. For a given center m, the second-stage proportion is 30%. In the SRS design, the second-stage data are all from a simple random subsample of the study cohort. In OADS and ODS designs, the proportion of SRS in the second stage is Table 4 . For comparison, we also calculated the estimated regression coefficient, denoted byβ A , using data from all 810 participants. Table 4 reveals that the the PCB level of mother's third-trimester blood serum specimen is not significantly related to the IQ scores for children at 7 years of age. Nevertheless, for the effect of PCB, the proposed estimatorβ P under the two-stage OADS design has smaller standard error estimator than all competing estimators except thê β A . Similarly, the 95% confidence interval (−0.416, 0.996) forβ P is the narrowest among all estimators, except that forβ A . Additionally, the point estimate for the PCB effect fromβ P is the closest to that ofβ A . Finally, all analyses confirm that SES, EDU, and RACE have an impact on the IQ scores of children while there is no evidence that AGE and SEX have any effect on the children's IQ scores.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We proposed a new random effect model for a two-stage OADS design in which the selected supplemental samples at the second stage depend on both a continuous outcome variable and a continuous auxiliary variable. An estimated likelihood function based on nonparametric kernel smoothing method is developed to infer the two-stage OADS design with continuous outcome variable. Simulation study suggests that the proposed estimator is more efficient than competing estimators and sampling schemes.
We choose the Laplace route because, for the linear mixed models in (2.1), when the dataset is an SRS, it is shown in the literature that the best linear unbias estimateβ and the best linear unbias predictorû m for model (2.1) can be obtained from maximizing the joint log-likelihood function of (Y, {u m } M m=1 ) with respect toβ andû m under the variance components (σ 2 u , σ 2 ). The Laplace method for approximating the integration is to maximize the joint log-likelihood function of (Y, {u m } M m=1 ) for model (2.1), and this approach for maximizing the joint log-likelihood function of the response and random effect has also been well studied (e.g. Lindstrom and Bates, 1990) . Other approaches can also be used, for example, Guassian quadrature or EM algorithm. The major advantage of Laplace approximation is to make an otherwise untractable integration manageable. To the best of our knowledge, there are few references studying the consistence property for the Laplace approximated method. In Section 2.5, Breslow and Clayton (1993) noted that, for the parameters from the Laplace method, the approximations should perform well based on the following two reasons when the response y is normally distributed, which is the case studied in our paper. First, the estimating equations (3.4) are the REML equations and the above inference procedure is exact within the likelihood framework when the response y is normally distributed, which is also pointed out by Zhang (2004) . Secondly, key portions of the argument involved approximating the deviance increments by the normed, squared residuals or the penalized deviance by a quadratic function of u. The approximation is likely to improve because the response y is assumed to be normally distributed.
The SRS sample plays two roles in OADS and ODS designs. First, it serves as a validation sample where one can check the validity of the results and the underlying model assumptions. Epidemiologists like to keep an SRS sample in the ODS-designed study as a "safety". Secondly, the SRS sample in our setting connects the set with X to the set with W only. It allows for a nonparametric modeling of the conditional distribution from the SRS sample. Clearly, the larger the SRS sample in the overall sample, the more precise f (X |W ) is. However, a large proportion of SRS means less supplemental samples. This in turn will reduce the efficiency of the proposed estimator. We have found a sample size of larger than 50 (or 25-50% of the overall OADS proportion) for the SRS sample to be sufficient in practice. The optimal SRS proportion will depend on the underlying models and further study on this topic is warranted. As our auxiliary condition implies, W can be a member of the covariate vector Z , which makes it plausible that conditional on X and Z , W still could be correlated to Y . Since an informative W that is independent of Y , conditional on X and Z , could bring additional (or "orthogonal" to (X, Z )) information than W being 
